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Milton Keynes LDF Proposals Map Alteration

The Milton Keynes Core Strategy allocates the former Local Plan Strategic Reserve Areas (SRAs) for up to 2,500 homes and other associated uses. This allocation requires an alteration to the adopted Proposals Map. This alteration is shown on the extract.

As referred to in Core Strategy Policy CS 5 ‘Strategic Reserve Areas’, provision will be made for a sustainable urban extension to the south east of the city and this will be shown on the Proposals Map. This is required as the area covered by the SRAs will be allocated for development as set out in Policy CS 5 in the Core Strategy. The Proposals Map shows the boundaries of the area described in Policy CS 5, which is also shown on the wider Key Diagram within the Core Strategy document.

The hatched area, highlighted in grey in the Proposals Map Alteration is the new allocation of the Strategic Reserve Areas. The change formally allocates the SRAs, which were previously identified on the Proposals Map as areas of search outside the City Development Boundary. The Milton Keynes City Development Boundary has also been moved to include the SRAs.

Other than allocating the SRAs and bringing them within the City Development Boundary, no other allocations and designations have been altered as a result of the Core Strategy. Therefore, the Adopted Local Plan Proposals Map should still be referred to for all areas outside the SRAs.

It is intended that the Proposals Map Alteration will sit alongside the Adopted Local Plan Proposals Map until a new Proposals Map is created alongside the Site Allocations and Development Management DPDs.